Beauty Upgrade

With handle for
convenient use
on the back too

2x

Silky Skin Care

Silky soft, smooth skin from head to toe – professional
products from Beurer Beauty are not only enjoyable to
use, but also give you real results!

Beauty Queen

The FC 55 and FC 25 powered body brushes ensure
silky soft, clear skin.

FC 55
Powered body brush
with removable handle

Rotation with
2 speed settings

Easy to use on
the entire body
Water-resistant
in the shower
and the bath

FC 25
Powered body brush

759.133_0819 Subject to errors and changes

2 brush attachments: for all skin
types and for deep
cleansing exfoliation
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FC 55 / FC 25
POWERED
BODY BRUSH
Silky smooth skin
to fall in love
with

A refreshing beauty upgrade

Skin care
Discover a new
side to your skin

Feel good in your own skin and let your zest for life and
happiness shine through. The recipe for silky, noticeably
soft skin is no longer a secret: massaging with a brush
results in rosy, soft radiance and deeply cleanses your
pores.
With the two-stage rotation of the FC 55 powered body
brush from Beurer, a full-body beauty massage can now
be done very conveniently in the shower or bath.

Silky smooth skin
Optimally equipped with two brush attachments:
the softer attachment is suited for all skin types and
perfect for daily use. The exfoliation brush is more
powerful, in order to gently remove small flakes of skin
and dirt. The removable brush head is easy to clean.
Irresistibly smooth skin from head to toe made easy.

A wellmatched
pair
UNIQUE,

electrically
powered body
brush with
removable
handle!
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POWER

This Beurer beauty tool sets itself apart with
a removable handle.
To avoid being caught by surprise, the indicator lamp
shows the battery state, so that you can recharge the
device in time.
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GET
THE GLAM
Irresistibly
radiant skin

